FLUIDICAM RHEO

INTRODUCTION
Lifetime and power capabilities of Li-ion batteries strongly depend on the electrolyte used.
While developing new electrolytes, viscosity and conductivity of the blend must be carefully
considered. and known to be inter-dependant and linked with the stokes model. Viscosity,
that directly affects ionic conductivity is a parameter that determine how fast a cell can
charged or discharged and must be carefully controlled.
Traditional solvent base for Li-ion batteries is a mixture of solvents (EMC, DMC and EC). this
mix results a good compromise between desirable elecrochemical properties, high dielectric
constant (ε) and low viscosity (ɳ). Since battery electrolytes are a mixture of different solvents,
viscosity measurements of these mixtures can reveal some difficulties regarding the low
viscosity and the volatility of the products.
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Reminder on the technique
FLUIDICAM uses a co-flow microfluidic principle to measure
viscosity. Sample and reference standard are pushed together
to the microfluidic channel (typically 2.2mm X 150μm) under
controlled flow rates. In this laminar flow, interface position
between sample and reference relates the viscosity ratio
between the two to the flow rates.

Method
DMC: Dimethyl carbonate
EMC: Ethyl methyl carbonate
EC: Ethylene carbonate
LiClO4: Lithium perchlorate.

Fig. 1: Fluidicam measuring principle

Images acquired during the measurement allow to calculate
the position of the interface and plot directly an interactive
flow curve.

First, the viscosity of pure solvents and different mixtures of
EMC:DMC:EC (different w/w EC ratios) were analyzed at different
temperatures. Then, the viscosity of electrolyte solutions at
different
concentrations was studied. One single test is performed within
3 min analysis and requires only 2mL of sample for 5 repetitions.

Temperature relation to the viscosity of the
blends
The figure 2 shows how the viscosity of analyzed mixtures of
EMC:DMC, and EMC:DMC:EC decreases with the temperature
(range from 15°C to 65°C).
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Figure 2 : Viscosity temperature dependence of the two
solvents mixtures.

Two blends behave differently regarding temperature
change. First, the presence of EC in the blend significantly
increases the viscosity values. But the mixture viscosity is
decreasing more compared to EMC:DMC.

The table 1 gives the viscosity values for the two mixtures
and associated standard deviation for each temperature:
EMC:DMC=1:1:0

EMC:DMC:EC=1:1:1

T°C

Viscosity (mPa.s)

Viscosity (mPa.s)

15

0.715 ± 0.001

1.178 ±0.002

25

0.614 ± 0.002

1.021±0.004

35

0.544 ±0.002

0.832±0.001

45

0.473 ± 0004

0.714±0.003

55

0.427 ± 0.001

0.592±0.003

65

0.382 ± 0.002

0.590±0.005

Table 1: Blends viscosity values as a function of
temperature.

Since, related to the battery performances, it is necessary to
assess electrolyte viscosity variations as a function of
temperature that corresponds to the use of the battery.
Finding a right balance between viscosity and conductivity at
different temperature is quite challenging for formulators,
thus the need for highly productive tools.

Effect of EC concentration on the blend
viscosity
The viscosity of the solvent base EMC:DMC:EC was then measured
at different EC concentrations (Figure 3). All values are given in
Table 2.

Figure 3: Viscosity as a function of EC concentration at 25 °C

EMC

DMC

EC

Viscosity
(mPa.s)

1

1

0

0.614 ± 0.007

1

1

0.245

0.726 ± 0.007

1

1

0.497

0.806 ± 0.001

1

1

0.724

0.908 ± 0.012

1

1

1

0.965 ± 0.008

Table 2: Blend viscosity as a function of EC contentration.

Results show that the blend viscosity increases with higher EC
concentration proving the impact of smallest EC concentration
change on viscosity. Higher viscosities of the electrolytes involve
lower ion conductivity and therefore may inhibit batteries
performances.
Thanks to the high sensitivity of FluidicamRHEO to smallest
viscosity variations, the instrument offers a rapid solution to
optimize the formulations to select those responding to the
requirement.

Electrolyte concentration and temperature
influence on viscosity – case of LiClO4
A model solution of EMC:DMC (1:1 weight ratio) was prepared
and supplemented with different amounts of dissolved lithium
salt. Table 3 gives the blend viscosity at different temperatures,
representative of the battery conditions of use.
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EMC: DMC:Li
(w/w)

Viscosity
(mPa.s)
25°C

Viscosity
(mPa.s)
35°C

Viscosity
(mPa.s)
45°C

1: 1: 0

0.614±0.002

0.534±0.002

0.461±0.002

1: 1: 0.0286

0.684±0.001

0.562±0.004

0.512±0.004

1: 1: 0.056

0.791±0.006

0.598±0.003

0.588±0.003

1: 1: 0.113

0.893±0.003

0.723±0.001

0.662±0.001

1: 1: 0.216

1.397±0.008

1.005±0.002

0.994±0.002

Regarding the physical properties of solvents: low viscosity values
RHEO
and low boiling points, Fluidicam
is more suitable for viscosity
measurements than conventional viscometers because of its
confined microfluidic system avoids volatility and drying risks.

CONCLUSION

Table 3: Viscosity of blends at 25, 35, 45°C

The viscosity measurements obtained with
FluidicamRHEO are highly accurate and
precise thanks to the high sensitivity of the
instrument to small viscosity variations over
the range of shear rate. Overall, FluidicamRHEO
has proven to be a reliable tool to
characterize electrolyte viscosity. Its confined
geometry helps working with volatile
products. Intensive measurement requirements
to identify optimum mixture parameters
for the best battery performances are fulfilled.
Figure 4: Viscosity as a function of Li+ concentration and
temperature.

As presented, the viscosity of the electrolyte is related to
Lithium salt concentration but inversely related to
temperature. As the temperature increases the viscosity of
the electrolyte decreases.

Whereas the conductivity is proportional to salt concentration
and inversely proportional to the viscosity of the electrolyte
(Stokes Law for electrolyte conductivity).
These tests were realized in a total analysis time of 1 hour and
20 min (for the 17 tests) including sampling where it would
have taken about a day with a conventional capillary
viscometer.
Regarding the physical properties of solvents: low viscosity
values and low boiling points, FluidicamRHEO is more suitable
for viscosity measurements than conventional viscometers
because of its confined microfluidic system avoids volatility
and drying risks.
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